PHOTO PACK AGES

HOTEL

Hello!
My name is Ken Pils and I am a professional photographer
based in Linköping, Sweden. My main focus is on architectural,
interiors and lifestyle photography. Among my clients you will
find architectural firms, PR agencies, magazines, hotels and
resorts.
During the last decade I have specialized in the hospitality
industry. Having photographed more than 150 hotels and resorts
worldwide I have gathered important experience in this area and
I am used to follow photographic guidelines. My main goal is to
create flawless images for your business to be used in
marketing, sales and advertising purposes.
In this brochure I would like to present my photo packages for
hotels and resorts. The packages include the photo shoot at your
property, the complete post production and also unlimited international usage rights of the images. The packages are a great
solution for hotels and resorts with a fixed budget.
I am a member of the Swedish Photographers Association
and available for commissions worldwide.
Ken Pils
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THE STYLE

Simplicity, with
an eye for
detail.

Hotels and resorts nowadays require
flawless images to attract guests.
Surprisingly many hotels and resorts are
still presenting bad imagery in their
marketing efforts on the web. And this
despite the fact that bad images most
likely will affect sales of the hotel
negatively. 					

I believe in simple photography solutions.
For this reason, I offer three highly
attrative photo packages for hotels and
resorts with a fixed budget. No additional
costs, no surprises.
To ensure your satisfaction I work closely
with you throughout the planning,
shooting and post production.

16 HIGH RES STILL PHOTOS

1 DAY PHOTO
PACKAGE

BASIC
PRICE: € 1200:INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Photo shooting at your hotel /resort with
professional camera equipment according
to your schedule for 1 day /8 hours.
Complete post production /retouch to brand
standards.
Delivery of the high resolution files by secure
ftp or Dropbox /WeTransfer.
Unlimited international usage rights of the
photos. The photographer can use the
images in his own portfolio.

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Travel expenses (budget flight ticket, airport
transfers), accommodation & meals for
2 nights.
Extra images: Fee for additional photos:
€ 50:- /photo.
VAT-number is required for companies in EU
(reverse charge).
Stylist /assistant: Price on request.
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32 HIGH RES STILL PHOTOS

2 DAY PHOTO
PACKAGE

STANDARD
PRICE: € 2400:INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Photo shooting at your hotel /resort with
professional camera equipment according
to your schedule for 2 days /16 hours.
Complete post production /retouch to brand
standards.
Delivery of the high resolution files by secure
ftp or Dropbox /WeTransfer.
Unlimited international usage rights of the
photos. The photographer can use the
images in his own portfolio.

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Travel expenses (budget flight ticket, airport
transfers), accommodation & meals for
3 nights.
Extra images: Fee for additional photos:
€ 50:- /photo.
VAT-number is required for companies in EU
(reverse charge).
Stylist /assistant: Price on request.
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48 HIGH RES STILL PHOTOS

3 DAY PHOTO
PACKAGE

ADVANCED
PRICE: € 3600:INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Photo shooting at your hotel /resort with
professional camera equipment according
to your schedule for 3 days /24 hours.
Complete post production /retouch to brand
standards.
Delivery of the high resolution files by secure
ftp or Dropbox /WeTransfer.
Unlimited international usage rights of the
photos. The photographer can use the
images in his own portfolio.

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE:
Travel expenses (budget flight ticket, airport
transfers), accommodation & meals for
4 nights.
Extra images: Fee for additional photos:
€ 50:- /photo.
VAT-number is required for companies in EU
(reverse charge).
Stylist /assistant: Price on request.
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The Process
In hotel photography, planning is important because the
photo shoot will take place during a fixed time window. For this
reason it’s crucial to have a well thought out brief to pinpoint
which locations are to be shot and if props are needed.
The shoot will be done with professional Nikon camera equipment according to the schedule. If unexpected events occur,
I always stay flexible to achieve the best possible result.
In order to capture the impact and the atmosphere created
by interior designers and architects I usually work with available
natural light. On tricky interior window shots I use the bracketing technique which offers natural looking and correctly
exposed images.
After the photo shoot is completed it’s time for the post
production. I am used to follow image guidelines for the brand
in the editing process of the files. I also correct the exposure,
white balance, colors, contrast, saturation, sharpening,
converging verticals etc.
As soon as the post productions is finished the images are
delivered to you by secure ftp-upload or WeTransfer. All images
include unlimited international usage rights so there will
never be any further fees to pay.
Looking forward to hearing from you!
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Feel free
to contact us
for your
photography
needs.

KEN PILS
FOTOGRAF
+46 (0)70 770 62 30
info@kenpils.se
kenpils.se

Home base:
Nygatan 40
SE-582 19 LINKÖPING
Sweden
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